Welcome to the Summer 2022 issue of *Chapter Chatter*, the newsletter for and about ASA chapters. The Council of Chapters Governing Board (COCGB) established this publication to foster improved communications between the COCGB and chapters and among chapters by providing a forum for spreading news throughout the statistics community about ASA chapter initiatives and activities.

Let the Council of Chapters know if you have suggestions for this newsletter (e.g., content, format, distribution, etc.). We are interested in suggestions for facilitating communication more effectively between chapters and enabling you to use the COCGB as a resource. For example, a form to collect articles at your convenience has been created, *Chapter Chatter* will be published three times a year, and major changes are being made to the format. Please provide feedback on these changes and suggest additional ones.

In *Chapter Chatter*, contributors inform us of events and resources available to all chapters, which we pass on to you. For example, we are finishing the fifth full year of a program being offered from the national ASA to ASA chapters. This program, titled “Chapter Stimulus Funding,” is meant to increase chapter enthusiasm and grow chapter membership. To be eligible to participate, a chapter must file the annual report and, if a chapter doesn’t use its $1,000 by December 31, they lose it. Learn more about the program on the COC website. Read the details and start planning for the remainder of this year as soon as possible. Again, this program uses reimbursement to provide funding from the national ASA to help your chapter fund events that stimulate your chapter (e.g., increases in membership, bringing in a speaker you might not have been able to bring in otherwise, etc.).

There are many upcoming events you can enjoy. View events offered by the ASA; you can also add events to the calendar. There isn’t a single link I can direct you to for chapter events. They range from the COCGB traveling courses to events listed on individual chapter websites. While many events have been online, more are moving back to in person. I believe the quality on the online events is very good but you can’t replace the associated contacts of an in-person event.
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